GENERAL:
- Input Level: 5-2 VOLT PP
- Output Level: 1 VOLT PP
- Auto Advance: 58 dbPP SIGNAL TO RMS BNC
- Differential Phase: 1.15%
- Differential Gain: 1.15%
- Luminance Bandwidth: 5.8 MHz TO 36B
- Chroma Bandwidth: 3.5 MHz
- Horizontal Enhancement Peaking: 2.6 MHz
- Horizontal Enhancement Delay: 200 NanoSeconds

OPERATING CONTROLS:
- Red, Green and Blue Level
- Chroma Centering
- Gain (Noise) Reduction
- Enhancement
- Grain Noise Reduction
- Black Level
- Fade-Up/Down Buttons for both Tape and Camera

INPUTS:
- Tape Video Input (Loop Through): 50K .2
- Title Video Input (Loop Through): 75Ω
- Chroma Centering
- Title Video 10 Pin Connector or BNC
- Loop Through: External BNC Terminator 75Ω
- Drop Out Compensation R.F. from VTR: Terminated 75Ω
- Red, Green, Blue: Terminated 75Ω
- Other User Specified:

OUTPUTS:
- Power On/Off
- System Delay
- System Delay
- Noise Reduction
- Chroma - Luma
- Cross Talking Reduction
- Chroma - Luma
- Sub-Carrier Phase
- Audio Gain
- Blue Gain
- Audio Gain
- Fading

OTHER:
- Power Requirement: 117 Volts @ 60 Hz + 120 Watts
- Weight: 17 Lbs
- Warranty: Standard One Year Coverage, A Copy is Available upon Request

Specifications are subject to change without notice.